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                    Korn Ferry acquired Salo in 2023. Salo is a leading provider of finance, accounting and HR interim talent, with a strong focus on serving organizations of all types and sizes.

Salo is Korn Ferry’s fourth acquisition designed to build out its interim executives and professionals solution. In 2022, Korn Ferry acquired ICS (Infinity Consulting Systems), a leading provider of flexible workforce solutions focused on interim professional roles, and Patina Solutions Group, a provider of executive search services. In 2021, Korn Ferry acquired Lucas Group, a leading professional search and contract staffing firm.


                

            

        
    




  
    
      Let us be part of your success story

      Contact us to work with our team and drive better business outcomes through agile, high-performing interim talent.
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		Why Korn Ferry acquired Salo

Companies are struggling to fill positions, and the job market remains unpredictable. The ebbs and flows of the economy require organizations to adopt a flexible approach to staffing to be successful. The flexibility of interim work appeals to professionals and businesses alike. More than a third of the U.S. workforce considers itself independent. Scalable, interim labor solutions help businesses to meet demand while enabling workers to maintain a work/life balance.

Adding Salo to Korn Ferry’s robust interim staffing solutions portfolio reflects our commitment to develop workforce solutions tailored to the new world of work. We are committed to delivering strategic talent solutions that solve a major dilemma facing businesses today: finding high-quality talent. This is the latest step along our path to becoming the global leader in executive, professional and interim recruiting.


		
    

	

	

	


  








																		  
	 
		
		Korn Ferry + Salo

Korn Ferry and Salo deliver professional expertise when you need it

When your organization is undergoing change, has a new strategic initiative or needs to bring in an interim leader, our finance, accounting and HR experts are ready to help. Our integrated solutions expand your access to highly qualified talent, helping people and businesses overcome obstacles, ignite innovation and thrive.
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      Utilize our guide to get interim and contract talent right.
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              Hello, again: Capitalizing on the boomerang employee trend

            

            
              Cathleen Beetel, Vice President Global Client Services, discusses the rise of boomerang employees and how companies can build a strong alumni talent pipeline.
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              Interim managers: Short term, big impact

            

            
              Is your company going through a period of change without a leader? Find out more about why an interim manager might be the best solution for your company.
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              Stay agile: Why hiring contract engineers is not a trend

            

            
              Every business wants to move faster and more efficiently—and that’s exactly what contract engineers offer when they become part of your talent mix.
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              Elliot Clark, CEO of HRO Today, recently sat down with Paul Budd, VP, Technology Talent Solutions, to talk about hiring tech talent at pace and scale.
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              Korn Ferry's Guide: Get Interim and Contract Talent Right

            

            
              Download the Korn Ferry Interim Talent Guide to discover how to effectively incorporate interim talent into your workforce strategy. 
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              Korn Ferry partnered with Nielsen-Massey Vanillas to overhaul their sales and operations planning (S&OP) processes through assessments and interim hiring.
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              Beyond recruitment cost control: 6 benefits of RPO

            

            
              Outsourced hiring solutions can be a gamechanger when it comes to cost control – here are 6 ways Recruitment Process Outsourcing can benefit your company.
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              The electric car revolution: 5 ways to find tech talent

            

            
              Demand for electric vehicles has roughly doubled in a year, creating an urgent need for tech talent at auto firms. But how can they find and keep top talent?
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              From boomerang talent to dispersed leadership opportunities, Asia-Pacific’s talent trends look a little different to other parts of the world. Here’s why.
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              Interim hires: Set your team up for success in 2023

            

            
              Organizations want to hit the ground running and pave the way for success this year. An interim placement can help to keep the momentum.
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              Faced with the usual mass hiring seasonal needs, smart firms are turning to data driven technology to find people, fast.
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              Interim CEOs: Big players, fast

            

            
              All about the what, where, when, who and how of interim leadership. Learn about the typical profile of an interim CEO and where they thrive.
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              Hiring an interim CEO: A strategic win for your business

            

            
              Interim CEOs are a smart short-term strategic move while an organization prepares for a long-term leadership change.
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              Interim executives bring a unique outside perspective to your business. Learn more about the leadership mindset of interim executives. 
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              Hiring an interim professional is a strategic move that more and more companies are turning to as the pace of business continues to increase.
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              Corporations and law firms are turning towards legal staffing experts to bring in interim legal counsel. Learn more about this talent shift.
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              Sometimes, you need to hire quickly. To avoid costly mistakes, the best solution may be contract to hire. Learn how the process works.
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              Contract work isn’t new, but it is here to stay. Learn more about the contract worker mindset and why this talent segment will continue to grow.
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              As we look to 2023, Korn Ferry talent acquisition experts offer their thoughts on what the coming year will bring to the job market.
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              Finance recruiting is changing and the roles of interim CFO and interim controller are on the rise. Here's why your next hire won’t be full-time.
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              Job hoppers: a red flag or missed opportunity?

            

            
              Don’t dismiss a job hopper resume: shorter tenures, especially for interim and contract roles, are more common than you realize.
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              Adopting a contract staffing model when hiring for IT teams can be beneficial in the changing tech talent landscape.
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              Need help recruiting contractors and evolving your talent strategy? Meet the contract recruiter.
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              After an unprecedented jobs market bounce, what's next for talent acquisition? Our latest paper explores navigating an economic downturn.
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              Are you wrong about your talent problem? Learn how the best companies gain that all-important edge in the current race for top talent.
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              Attract and retain top talent in today’s workforce

            

            
              In a recent HRO Today podcast, Korn Ferry discusses how businesses can attract and retain employees, creating a positive candidate and employee experience.
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              Korn Ferry partnered with an international food retailer to identify and develop the technology professionals it needs for 2025 and beyond. 
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              What’s the secret to optimizing recruitment? Get the latest insight into candidate desires in Korn Ferry's new paper.
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              Korn Ferry's RPO practice has helped companies close their potential gap, finding holistic talent solutions and building agility in a rapidly changing environment.
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              How can you choose an RPO solution that will meet your needs? Begin by asking RPO providers the following questions when assessing best-fit options for your organization.
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              Lyndsey Shankland, EMEA Accounts & Global Continuous Improvement Lead, discusses why it's critical to build and maintain a diverse, engaged and inclusive culture.
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              Pip Eastman, Managing Director, APAC Solutions, discusses how candidate “care” philosophy will be an advantage in the post-COVID-19 business world. 
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              Many enterprises are dealing with a more complex recruitment environment and see the need to transform their recruitment practices to be competitive.
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              Putting candidates at the center of the recruitment process helped this global dairy company provide an excellent candidate experience.
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              With the future course of COVID-19 still largely unknown, how do you plan effectively, develop a strategic talent acquisition model, and adjust as the landscape continues to change? 
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              HRO today talks with Korn Ferry’s Curtis Britt and Bridget Gray in this final episode of a 3-part podcast series about attracting top tech talent.
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              High-tech hiring solutions make high-volume hiring a breeze and contrary to popular belief, high-tech doesn’t make your high-volume hiring process impersonal. 
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              Virtual recruitment and hiring technology accelerates the talent acquisition process, ensuring your organization finds the top talent it needs while reducing costs, improving the candidate experience and relieving recruitment headaches.
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